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Congruence Subgroups of the Modular Group

By Morris Newman

Abstract.   The congruence subgroups of the classical modular group which can be de-

fined as the automorphs modulo q  of some fixed matrix are studied, and their genera

determined.

Let  T = SL{2, Z).  A congruence subgroup of T  is any subgroup containing a

principal congruence subgroup  T^),  defined as the set of elements A   of T  such

that A = I mod q,  where  q  is a positive integer.  Of these one of the most important

is the group  ro(<7),  defined as the set of elements  (" *)  belonging to  T  such that

c = 0 mod q.   It is known that

(r : nq)) = q3 U (1 - Up2),      (T : T0{q)) = q ft (1 + i/p),
p\q p\q

where p  runs over the distinct primes dividing q.

Let  C= {1,-1} be the center of T,  and  F = T/C = PSL{2, Z). Then  f is

the classical modular group, and we will be interested here in the congruence subgroups

of T,  which are the subgroups of T   corresponding to the congruence subgroups of

T under the natural homomorphism  ^  of F  onto  T.  In particular we will study

those congruence subgroups which can be defined as the set of automorphs modulo q

of some fixed  2x2  matrix over Z.

If SI  is a subgroup of T,  then  SI will denote the subgroup of T   correspond-

ing to  SI  under y.  It is more convenient to study the problem for  T  and its sub-

groups, and then make the transition to  V   by means of Theorem 1 below.  Also, we

will choose  q   to be a prime  > 3   for simplicity of exposition.

We first prove

Theorem 1. Let  SI  be a subgroup of   T.   Then the subgroup  SI of T  cor-

responding to  SI  under the natural homomorphism  ip is

Ü = {Sí, - I}/C.
Thus

Í(r : si),    -ie si,

&(T:Í2),      -IsfSl.

Proof.   If G  is any group and N a normal subgroup, then any subgroup H
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of G  is carried into HN/N under the natural homomorphism modulo N.   Now

SIC = Sl{I, - /} = {SI, -1},  so that  SIC = SI  if - / E SI,  and   SIC = SI + (- 7)Í2

if -I£ SI.  Since

(f : ñ) = (T/C : SIC/C) = (T : SIC) = (T : Í2)/(Í2C : Í2),

the result follows.

As an illustration of this theorem, note that  -IG ro{q),  but  - / £ T(^),  since

q > 2. Hence

(f : rfo)) = M(T : IX?)),      (f : r0fo)) = (T : T0{q)).

Throughout the following we put

\-l    0,

Then every element A   of T  satisfies

(2) ATAT = r,

where AT  denotes the transpose of A.   Indeed, (2) is satisfied if R   is any commu-

tative ring with identity, and  A   any element of SL{2, R).  A convenient way to

think of T   is as the set of elements of V  in which a matrix is identified with its

negative.

Let K  denote an arbitrary  2x2  matrix over Z.   The subgroup of T  con-

sisting of all matrices A GT  such that AKAT = K  mod q,   will be denoted by

r(A^, q).  It is clear that  r(A^, q)  is a congruence subgroup of T  containing the prin-

cipal congruence subgroup  Tiq).

If R   is any commutative ring with identity   1   and if M is any   2x2   matrix

over R,   the subgroup of A = SL{2, R)  consisting of all matrices A G A  such that

AMAT = M,   will be denoted by   A(M, R).  Since

TiK, q)lr(q) = A{K, Zq),

where  A = 5X(2, Z )  and Z    is the ring of integers  modulo q  (and so  GF{q)

when  q  is prime), it will suffice to work with the latter group when this is desirable.

The transition between the two depends on the result that if A   is an integral matrix

such that  det A = 1 mod q,   then an integral matrix B exists such that B = A mod q

and  det B = 1   (see [2, pp. 36-37]).

We have the following:

Lemma 1.  77i<? groups  T{K, q) satisfy

(3) TiaK, q) = T{K, q), if {a, q) = 1,

(4) TiBKBT, q) = BT{K, q)B~l,    if BGV.

Proof.  (3) is clear, since AiaK)AT = aK mod q  if and only if AKAT = K

mod q, since {a, q) = 1. As for (4), suppose that A G TiBKB7', q).  Then
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ABKBTA T =■ BKBT    mod q,

so that
(B~ lAB)K{B~ lAB)T = K    mod q.

Hence  B~ lAB G Titf, q), A G BTiK, q)B~i.  Thus  TiBKBT, q) C BTiK, q)B~1.

The argument may be reversed to show that BTiK, q)B~l C TiBKBT, q).  Hence (4)

holds and the proof is complete.

The next result, which we state in somewhat more general form, reduces the

study of TiK, q)  to the case when K  is symmetric:

Theorem 2. Let R  be any commutative ring with identity   1   in which  2

is a unit.  Put  A = SL{2, R) and let M = (a j?)  be any matrix over R.   Then

A(M, R) = A{M + MT, R).

Proof.   Suppose first that A G A(M, R),  so that AMAT = M.   Then also

AMTAT = MT,  so that A{M + MT)AT = M + MT.  Hence A G AiM + MT, R) and

so  A(M, R) C A(M + MT, R).

Next suppose that A G A(M + MT, R)  so that A{M + MT)AT = M + MT.

Then if x  is any element of R,

A{M +MT + xT)AT = M + MT + xT,

where   T = (_° ¿),  because of (2).  Since M - MT = iß - y)T,   the choice x =

ß-y  implies that A{2M)AT = 2M,   so that AMAT = M,   since   2  is a unit of R.

Hence A G A(M, R),  and so  A(M + MT, R) C A(M, R).

It follows that  A(M, Ä) = A(Af + MT, R)  and the proof is complete.

Corollary 1.  We have

T{K, q) = r(A- + KT, q).

Proof. Since q is odd, 2 is a unit of Z and the theorem may be applied to

AiK, Zq)  and so to  IX*. q).

Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 allow us to reduce the study of TiK, q)  to three

simple types:

Theorem 3. The group TiK, q) is either T or else is conjugate over T to

one of the groups TiKn, q), where Kn = (1 °) and « = 0,1, or some fixed non-

square of Z

Proof.  If K  is skew-symmetric, Corollary 1 implies that

r{K, q) = TiK + KT, q) = T(0, q) = I\

If K  is not skew-symmetric, Corollary 1 implies that K  may be taken symmetric

and different from  0.  We now work with  A(/T, Z ).  Since any symmetric matrix

over a field of characteristic =£ 2  is congruent by a matrix of determinant   1   to a

diagonal matrix (see [2, Chapter A]) K may be taken diagonal, by (4) (replacing

A(/l\ Zq)  by a conjugate group if necessary).  Thus we may assume that K = Q °),
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where not both a  and  5   are  0,  and so we may assume that a ¥= 0,  and therefore

1, by property (3).  If S = 0,  then we obtain  (¿ °).  Suppose that  5 + 0.  We may

write  S = n/r2, where  n  is either 1 or some fixed nonsquare of Z    and r GZ

Then replacing K by  rK we get  (0 „?,.)•  Since  n =£ 0,  we may determine x, y G

çn that    v2  4- mi;2  = r     Ttipn hv vilZ    so that x2 + ny2 = r.   Then by virtue of the identity

r      0\      /      x        y\/l0\/x    - ny/r

0   n/r I     \ - ny/r   x/r ) \ 0   n )\y        x/r

we see that K may be replaced by  (¿ °).  This completes the proof.

The important parameters associated with a subgroup of the classical modular

group are the number of elliptic classes e2   of period 2, the number of elliptic classes

e3   of period 3, the number of parabolic classes  t,   the index p,  and the genus g.

These are related by the formula

g = 1 + /i/12 - t/2 - e2\A - e3/3.

We refer the reader to [2, Chapter 8], where these terms are defined and the principal

facts about them given.  We assume these known in what follows.

Our goal will be the calculation of these parameters for the groups  T{K, q).

Since conjugate groups have the same parameters, it is only necessary to consider the

cases

\0    0/ \0    1/ \0   n

where   n   is some nonsquare of Z      by virtue of Theorem 3.

Put Ks = (¿ £), where  S = 0, 1, or n,   and let A = i"c bd) G A(AT6, Zq).  Then

AK&AT=KS, KdAT=A~lKs

d   -b\/l    0

-c       aj\0   S

a2 + 8b2 = 1.

Let x be the Legendre symbol modulo?. Then the number of solutions of the con-

gruence x2 = a mod q is just 1 + x(ß); and the value of the sum Sa mod qx{x ~a)

is - 1 if (<2, q) = 1 and q - 1 otherwise. It follows from (5) that the order of the

group  AiKs,Zq)  is

Z      {I + X{1 - M2)} = q +     Z      XO-ÖZ,2),
b mod q b mod q

so that
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I.*:
5=0,

{TiKs,q):Tiq)) =
X(-5),      6 = 1,«.

Since  (r:T(?)) = qiq2 - 1),  this implies that

(Vz{q2-l), 5=0,

{T:TiKô,q))=  I
{q{q + x{-à)Y      6 = l,n.

If we now note that  -IG TiK, q),  then Theorem 1 yields

Lemma 2. Let p{8) be the index of T{KS, q) in  T.  Then

( Hi2 - O, § = 0,
M(ô) = {

( q{q + x(- «)),      6 = 1,«.

The elements of period 2 of r(A6, ?)  correspond to the elements A   of

AiK&, Zq)  satisfying A2 = -I,   or  tr A = 0.  Then (5) implies that a = 0,  so that

(6) A = l \      hb2 = 1.
\-8b   0/

It follows that there are no elliptic elements of period 2 if 6=0  or «,  and just 2

if 6 = 1,  given by (6) with  b = ± 1.  For these to be conjugate over  A(A^, Z ),

there must be an A = (_£ *) E AfATj, Zq)  such that

a    b\/   0    1 \     /0   -1\ /   a    6\

-Ä    a)\-l    0/    \1        0/\-6    a/

which implies that a = b = 0,  an impossibility.  Hence we can conclude

Lemma 3. Let e2ib)  be the number of classes of elliptic elements of period 2

of T{KS, q).  Then

(0, 6=0,
e2(6) = {

(l+X(S),       8 = 1,«.

The elements of period 3 of rtÄg, q)  correspond to the elements A   of

AfAg, Zq)  satisfying .42±.4+/=0,  or  tr A = ± 1.  Then (5) implies that a =

± tt, 6ft2 = 3Á.  It follows that there are none if 6 = 0,  or if x(36) = - 1.  If

x(36)= 1,  let  0  be a solution of 602 = 3á.  Then the elements of period 3 of

A(A6, Zq)  are given by

/     M    e\ /%  -6

1     \-6ö   Yl)'       2    \se   M

/-%     6   \ l-Vi    -
A3=[ ,  AA = (

\-86   -Ml \6Ö      -Vil

Since A2 = A~x ,AA = A3l,  it is only necessary to retain Ax   and A3.  Clearly,
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A.   and A3   are not conjugate over  A(A§, Zq),  since   tr A. = 1, tr A3 = - 1.

Also A\ = A3l =A4,  so that Al   and ,4?,   are also not conjugate over  A(A5, Zg).

Hence there are just two classes in this case.

Thus we have

Lemma 4. Let e3(6)  be the number of classes of elliptic elements of period 3

of T{K5, q).  Then

( 0, 6=0,

(l+X(36),      6 = 1,«.

The computation of the parabolic class number of TiKs, a)  depends on the fol-

lowing result, which is given in [1] :

Theorem.   Let  G, H be subgroups of finite index of the classical modular

group, and assume that H is a normal subgroup of G.  Let P(,   1 < i < t,   be a com-

plete set of parabolic representatives for  G,  and let  e¡  be the exponent of P¡ mod-

ulo H,   1 <i <r.  77ie« the parabolic class number of H is given by

1=1   e!

where  p = (G : H). In particular, if every parabolic element of G  is already in H,

then  t = pt.

The parabolic elements of   TiKs, q)  correspond to the elements A   of

AiKs, Zq)  such that  tr A = ± 2.  Then (5) implies that a = ± 1,  5Z>2 = 0.  Hence

if 5 = 0,

and if 5 =£ 0,  then  b = 0,A=±I.

Suppose first that  6=0.  Then  r(A'0, q)  is a normal subgroup of T0{q)  of

index  xA{q - 1),  and  (¿ J), if °.)  is a complete set of parabolic representatives for

TQiq).  Since each of these belongs to  T{K0, q),  the previous theorem applies and

we find that the parabolic class number is  lA{q - 1) • 2 = q - 1,  in this case.

Next suppose that  5 =£ 0.  Then  T{q)  is a normal subgroup of T{KS, q)  of

index   /£(? - x(-§))•  It is known that the parabolic class number of T{q)  is

t£(<72 - 1).  Since every parabolic element of T{KS, q)  is already in  T{q),  the pre-

vious theorem implies that

M(q2 - 1) = K{q - x(- 6))r,      r = q + X(~ 6),

where   r   is the parabolic class number of  T{K5, q).

Summarizing, we have proved

Lemma 5.  Let  r(5) denote the number of parabolic classes of T{KS, q).  Then
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\q-U 5=0,
f(6) = <

(fl+x(-8),      8 = 1,«.

Lemmas 2, 3, 4, 5 now yield

Theorem 4. Let g(5) denote the genus of T{Kd, q).  Then

*(«) =

¿07-5)07-7),      6=0,

-fi (<?2 - (6 - X(- «))9 + 5 - 6X(- 6) - 4X(36) - 3X(6)),      6 = 1,«.

Considering q modulo 12,  we find the following explicit formulas for g{l),

g{n)-

<?(!) =

g{n)

{q2 - 5<7 - 8)/12, q =   1 mod 12,

iq2 - 5q)/l2, q =   5 mod 12,

O72 -lq+ 12)/12, q =   7 mod. 12,

0?2 - 7<7 + 4)/12, <7 = 11 mod 12,

{q2 -lq + 18)/12, <? =   1 mod 12,

O72 -lq+ 10)/12, 4 =   5 mod 12,

{a2 - 5<7 - 2)/12, (7=7 mod 12,

{q2 - 5(7 + 6)/12, (7= 11 mod 12.

Finally, we note that #(6) = 0  for 6 = 0, q = 5, 7; 6 = 1, q = 5; and 6 = «,

q = 5. g(6)  is also  0  for the excluded primes q = 2, 3,  since  T(2), T(3)  are of

genus  0.
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